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Marine Results offers a wide range of capabilities in
the field of survey, testing and inspection services 
for all types of yachts anywhere in the world.
An advanced range of non-destructive

Marine Results, through its numerous

testing (NDT) applications include dye

relationships with designers and

penetrant testing and ultrasonic testing to

manufacturers, can also provide

detect internal flaws and cracks not visible

technical services relating to NDT,

to the naked eye. An in-house destructive

including modelling, mechanical

testing machine evaluates breaking loads

analysis, expert witness, in depth

on running rigging and components to

evaluation and interpretation of

ensure safe working loads are specified.

NDT results ‘effect of defect’.
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ultrasonic flaw detectors ultrasonic phased array equipment ultrasonic scanning tank mechanical impedance test equipment acoustic pitch catch resonance test equipment ultrasonic resonance
test equipment digital tap testing equipment shearography fluorescent static dye penetrant station visible portable dye penetrant custom wheel probe for large area rotary array detection

Marine Results has a strong
team of experts from diverse
backgrounds including aerospace,
boatbuilding, composite
construction, race team 
management and rigging.
The size and diverse skills of our workforce enable
us to respond to a wide variety of yacht and rig
damage and inspection issues, and at short notice
in any part of the world.

Inspectors are trained to
aerospace inspection standard
and hold Level 2 qualifications
including:
• Ultrasound (metallic, welded component,
pipe, plate and composites)
• Bond testing (cored laminates)
• Penetrant testing
Inspection techniques and procedures have
evolved in consultation with designers,
manufacturers, race teams, insurers,
the Maritime & Coastguard Agency and
Germanischer Lloyd.

• Test House
• Pre-purchase Surveys
• Accident and Damage Assessment

The Tool Box: The right application for the right solution

• Ultrasonic Testing
• Dye Penetrant Inspection
• Composite Analysis

Survey and Inspection
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A method of ultrasonic testing is
selected depending on the nature of
the materials to be tested and the
level of inspection required.

The Tool Box: The right application for the right solution
Most composite monolithic cored laminates and metals
can be inspected. Inspections are carried out in minute
detail to aerospace grade flaw detection standards, to find
a wide range of anomalies and defect types.

Void Detection
Ultrasonic inspection can be used to detect voiding and
porosity which can be a result of poor manufacturing or
a problem during moulding and curing of the laminate.

Impact Damage
Ultrasonics will detect the extent of the damaged area
and evaluate the nature of the damage. This provides
important data to the designer and manufacturer to
decide on the repair needed.

Skin To Core Delamination
Usually detected using acoustic methods which
‘listen’ to the changes in the natural resonance of
the structure caused by defects.

Crack Detection
Cracking or delamination in composites tend
to occur in layers parallel to the surface of the
laminate, but cracks in metallics can occur in
any orientation. Angle beam ultrasound methods
detect cracks in complex areas constructed in
steel, stainless and aluminium alloys.
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Custom Wheel probe

 Cross Section (B-Scan) impact damage imaging

• Fast coverage for rapid results
• Scans a section of laminate of up to 128mm in
width in a single pass
• Carbon and glass fibre monolithic laminates and
a wide range of cored laminates
• Custom designed for Marine Results
 The Marine Results custom wheel probe

 PLAN VIEW (C-SCAN) BRIDGING VOID IMAGING

Survey and Inspection

The Tool Box: The right application for the right solution

Dye Penetrants

Test House

Penetrant inspection detects flaws
that are open to the surface on
metals, non-porous and other
surfaces.

A 60 tonne test machine puts the world’s
largest superyacht rig products to the
ultimate test.
The horizontal tensile testing machine enables

The Marine Results testing workshop

rigging, spar and lifting equipment to be ultimately

is equipped to carry out flourescent

and accurately tested to ensure that the design

dye penetrant inspections, a more

and manufacturing specifications of equipment

sensitive application than other on site

meet safe working loads.

techniques.
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Two methods used by Marine
Results are flourescent water
washable dye penetrant and

Splices for rope and wire
Hydraulic cylinders
Jammer loads
Tender lifting equipment
Proof loading of safety equipment

visible red penetrant. The red

The machine is externally calibrated in accordance

penetrant method is suitable

with ISO 7500-1:2004.

for using on site at the
yacht’s location.
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Accident/Damage
Assessment and Survey
Marine Results has a survey and inspection
division to handle vessel damage assessment.
Top marine insurance companies frequently instruct
Marine Results to survey damaged vessels,
establish the cause and advise the best route to
conclusion. Our many years of experience are
drawn from a comprehensive understanding of
boat construction methods, as well as repair
assessment and analysis.
We regularly carry out surveys in Europe,
the Mediterranean, US, Caribbean and the
rest of the world. Our damage surveys
and inspections can include NDT (nondestructive testing) for hull, deck, internal
structures, keel and other structural areas.
We are also instructed as an independent
surveyor if, following a repair, the vessel’s
owner is not satisfied with the results.
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Composite Analysis
Aerospace inspection techniques and procedures
are used for analysis of materials.
Testing can be carried out on request to establish the
mechanical properties of materials. The results can be
used for better understanding of material quality and failure
analysis.

Pre-Purchase Survey
Pre-purchase surveys are a vital and essential
part of the decision-making process involved in
buying any yacht.
Marine Results are reputable marine surveyors
recommended by yacht brokers. Pre-purchase surveys
are undertaken on a wide range of sail or power craft. A
comprehensive survey can assist a buyer in making that
all-important decision whether to buy a particular vessel.
A survey will thoroughly evaluate the vessel’s sailing
systems. When conditions permit, the inspection includes
operational testing of all equipment at sea.

